don't look for truth, listen... the sounds of the flu :

the world is sound, so let's follow the sonic and phonetic path, i have always been sceptical of
the general virus theory or its science, i.e. fragments of dead RNA, too small to view with a
microscope, resting on some surface or floating through air and spittle, then upon absorption
causing total havoc or even death... it don't make sense, unless the 'virus' got tempered with
and/or is artificial maybe... bacteria, fungi, germs, yes, a cluster of them can make you quite
sick if your guard is down...
in my philosophy, humanoids are animated bands of frequency, we are sound beings, which
in detail i have explained on many occasions, at dinner tables or around camp fires before.
The only thing we have at our disposal is our voice, we are sound creators and we resonate
with each other... resonance, a body vibrating in harmony with another source of sound.
the other day, i contemplated the very word influenza, somehow it always sounded spanish to
me, probably just the spanish word for the flu i thought, perhaps due to the great spanish flu,
so i looked it up, to my surprise, the spanish word for flu is 'gripe' or 'la gripe', similar to
german 'grippe' or afrikaans 'griep'.
so 'influenza' seems rather far from 'gripe', but very close to 'influence' or spanish 'influencia',
if the flu was to be highly contagious or infectious, then 'contagiosa' or 'infecciosa'
respectively would be more appropriate. Instead, the flu is an influencer, nothing viral or
infectious, people with a high toxicity level who break into detox, potentially trigger the same
in others who are close to their own detox threshold or tolerance, because, going back to
above philosophy, we are all sound beings, sending and receiving signals among each other
all the time.
... and since the world is a tremendously toxic place on many levels, i.e. food, plastic,
environment, packaging, emotions, fear, it becomes easier for such a resonant chain reactions
aka mass detox and its ripple effect, same as in 1918, at the end of WW1, when millions of
people were malnourished, heavily traumatized and for the first time living on top of each
other in the early metropolitan areas.
it's just like the critical mass phenomena or snowball system, you simply trigger someone
else's immune system's response in close proximity, in that sense social distancing would
makes sense, but then, why avoid a detox if it helps ?

further i recall people saying something like "it's actually good to have the flu every few
years, to boost your immune system..." well, if 'getting the 'flu' is nothing but the body's own
detox mechanism, then sure it's a good thing...
How many time in our lives, within families, shared households or communities did we
observe the following, 5 people live together, no.1 'gets' the flu, allegedly brought it into the
house, 2 & 3 fall 'ill' within days and easily would say, we got it from no. 1, obviously... but 4
& 5 never seem affected, regardless of using the same toilet, bathroom, kitchen and
sometimes, among partners, being intimate or eating off the same plate... if the flu was so
contagious, a virus wafting through the air and lingering on every surface, thus engulfing the
entire living quarters, then everyone would have to be sick eventually...
the reality is, that 4 & 5's immune system is good, their general pathogen levels lower,
subsequently they could not be influenced, whereas 2 & 3 rolled with it. This would also
explain that some folks suffer of the same 'flu' much longer than others, because they have
more toxins to break down, as well as periodic waves, often in winter times, seemingly
striking an entire populace.
also interesting and corroborating the above, the much debated and controversial remedy
MMS (chlorine dioxide), which apparently does work miracles for malaria, cancer and almost
any other dis-ease, but has very little or no effect on the flu, which made people arrive at the
conclusion that MMS simply doesn't work or is a hoax if it cannot kill or deal with a flu
virus...
but since the flu ain't no virus, there is nothing to kill or oxygenate, in fact the body is already
in detox mode, fighting toxins and MMS can at best be a little help, because the first thing
that happens on any MMS protocol, is targeting the pathogens, thus sending the body into
detox mode.
the etymology tells us 'virus' is the latin term for 'poison'.
now regarding the recent outbreak of covidian flu, i thought it even possible for the initial
trigger to be of artificial origin, i.e. an induced frequency, i'm not jumping onto 5G here,
although possible, only in one area, like a heavily industrialized, polluted and populated place
like wuhan, to start off with; people have never been more toxic, tense and unhealthy in the
history of mankind, so if not naturally, a global detox wave would be quite easy to unleash,
monitor, control and use for whatever agenda... the sound of conspiracy and its humanoid
orchestra...
praise the paradox and make it go viral !!!
p.s. :
when i thought of an appropriate soundtrack for this synopsis, super flu came to mind
immediately, but i had no idea about the video, what a symbolic coincidence, how fucking
amazing can it all be ? flu cherry on top, all my beat tracks are in folders sorted by date, this
particular track is in folder 2018.11.11... leveleven... all we have left is faith and dance...
at our congregation you will be mask free and rather drink delicious and strong herbal tea !!!
>>> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8UHFFRCYIQ <<<

